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Chapter 2736 
“Beast blood blessing?” 

“Mr. Chen, this guy is stimulating beast blood blessing, you have to be 

careful.” 

Seeing this, the third elder hurriedly said loudly to David! 

“Beast blood blessing?” David was at a loss all the way, not knowing what kind 

of exercise it was! “Mr. Chen, the blessing of beast blood is a secret method. It 

burns the blood essence of their ancestors 

to improve their combat effectiveness.” 

Essence blood can instantly increase combat effectiveness.” 

“However, such consequences will prevent their strength from improving, and 

some people even regressed in strength because of burning the blood 

essence of their ancestors, and died of depression!” The 

third elder followed David to introduce! 

When David heard it, he immediately understood that it was just like human 

beings burning their essence and blood! 



“David, I want you to die, even if I sacrifice my life, I can’t insult the reputation 

of my ancestors!” 

With General Qi’s roar, the rune in the mid-air fell on General Qi in an instant. 

Then the runes quickly merged with every inch of General Qi’s skin. From a 

distance, the dense runes squirmed on General Qi’s body like bugs! 

At this time, General Qi’s aura surged wildly, and everyone in the Jade 

Cauldron Sect felt the pressure from General Qi! 

And those beast soldiers looked at General Qi with reverence. You must know 

that not every beast clan can be blessed with beast blood. Although the 

blessing of beast blood will completely destroy the cultivation base, it also 

represents the strength of the beast clan. The spirit of indomitable and 

sacrifice! 

“Mr. Chen, we’re here to help you. I’m afraid you’re no match by yourself!” The 

third elder and Liu Ruyan stepped forward one after another! 

Seeing this, Hu Yixiao led the beast soldiers forward, and a fight was about to 

begin! 

“You step back, with your strength, I’m afraid you won’t even be able to get 

close!” 

With a wave of his hand, David made the three elders retreat! 

Listening to David’s words, everyone in the Jade Cauldron Sect didn’t think it 

was wrong, because they knew that David was telling the truth. If there was a 

real fight, with General Qi’s strength, they really couldn’t get ahead! 

Liu Ruyan looked at David at this moment, her heart was full of worries! 

“Sovereign, I believe Mr. Chen, he will be fine.” 



Nie Heng said at this moment. 

In Nie Heng’s eyes, David has become a representative of omnipotence, David 

can conquer everything! 

Liu Ruyan nodded, and looked at David’s not tall figure, but at this moment he 

was full of domineering arrogance. No one could stop the world. Blessing, 

David still doesn’t pay attention! 

But at this time, only David knew that General Qi’s strength was growing 

rapidly under the blessing of beast blood, and David was not sure of it! 

It’s just that he can’t show a trace of panic now. Now he is the backbone of 

everyone in the Jade Cauldron Sect. If he shows panic, many disciples of the 

Jade Cauldron Sect will probably be in chaos! 

Hum… 

There was a tremor in the void, the runes on General Qi’s body stopped, and 

rays of light shrouded General Qi’s body. At this moment, General Qi’s aura 

had risen to a terrifying level! 

“David, you forced me to bless you with the beast blood, I will make your life 

worse than death…” 

General Qi’s voice became extremely rough after being blessed by the beast’s 

blood, like thunder, buzzing! 

General Qi’s face was even more ferocious, looking very terrifying! 

“Go ahead, I’ve heard enough of your big talk…” 

David said with a look of disdain! 

“Die…” 



General Qi roared loudly, and then stepped on his right foot, the whole 

ground trembled, and then his body was like a ball of fire, and he went 

straight to David! 

Chapter 2737 
Everyone could clearly feel that when General Qi was attacking, his terrifying 

power had reached an unprecedented height! 

Seeing this, David took a deep breath. Under the blessing of General Qi’s 

beast blood, his strength has far exceeded his expectations, and David dared 

not make any reservations anymore! 

Buzz… 

The space oscillated, and immediately above David’s head, a huge bell 

appeared, and a terrifying wave of air rose into the sky, and then wrapped 

David tightly! 

The dragon pattern bell appeared, and the aura emanating from the dragon 

pattern bell enveloped David tightly, and the entire void became trembling 

because of the appearance of the dragon pattern bell! 

All the people present couldn’t help looking at the dragon clock above David’s 

head, and they were all shocked! 

The three elders and the others had seen David use the dragon pattern clock. 

It was because of the dragon pattern clock that David subdued the ultimate 

monster within eight thousand barren feet! 

General Qi looked at the dragon clock above David’s head, and couldn’t help 

frowning, because he could clearly feel that the dragon clock contained a kind 

of orc aura! 

“Kill…” 



David yelled loudly, and the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared in David’s hand 

again. At this time, the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand swung it 

towards General Qi! 

At the same time, a powerful force erupted from the dragon bell above his 

head, covering David tightly, giving David a strong protection! 

boom! 

David’s sword light collided with General Qi fiercely, and there was a 

deafening sound! 

After the explosion, the terrifying power caused the earth to crack, flying sand 

and rocks, rushing out in all directions! 

The huge impact caused the surrounding houses to collapse instantly! 

“Hide quickly…” 

The third elder shouted, and quickly backed away! 

Many people were lucky to resist, but some people were directly blown away 

by the shock wave! 

Even Hu Yixiao and those beast soldiers were not spared! 

For a moment, many people vomited blood and flew far away, being affected 

by the aftermath of this terrifying battle! 

Everyone showed horror on their faces. With the aftermath of the battle alone, 

it was difficult for everyone to face, let alone defend against the enemy head-

on! 

At this time, the third elder and Liu Ruyan understood why David didn’t let 

them come forward to help! 



At this time, the gravel in the air continued to shoot, the earth trembled, and 

ravines appeared! 

The crowd kept retreating, amidst the huge rumbling sound, the crowd 

couldn’t see the battle between David and General Qi clearly at all! 

“Om…” 

There was a loud noise, like the sound of something hitting a bell hard! 

When the smoke cleared, everyone discovered that it was General Qi who 

broke through David’s sword light and punched David hard! 

However, because David had the power of the dragon pattern bell to protect 

his body, this punch seemed to hit the dragon pattern bell, making a buzzing 

sound! 

Even with the powerful body protection of the Dragon Pattern Bell, David still 

felt his internal organs tumbling continuously, and his complexion became 

ugly! 

General Qi also frowned, he didn’t expect that under the blessing of his own 

beast blood, this punch could not do anything to David. 

General Qi looked up at the dragon pattern clock, he knew that David was 

fine, it must be because of the dragon pattern clock! 

Just when General Qi looked up at the dragon pattern clock, the dragon 

pattern clock suddenly became bigger, and then enveloped him! 

Seeing this, General Qi was horrified, and suddenly stepped back, avoiding the 

dragon bell! 

Although he didn’t know what kind of weapon this dragon pattern bell was, he 

knew that if he was trapped inside, there would definitely be no good fruit to 

eat! 



General Qi’s figure turned into a cheetah, and his movements were so fast that 

everyone couldn’t even see General Qi’s shadow! 

David frowned slightly, a burst of spiritual power erupted from his body 

instantly, and he muttered something. 

Chapter 2738 
Soon, the surrounding void began to distort and deform, and then beams of 

light appeared, and then these beams of light criss-crossed, even covering the 

figures of David and General Qi! 

This is the magic circle set up by David. General Qi is transformed from a 

cheetah. He is best at speed, so David has to find a way to confine the fighting 

space! 

If the space was infinite, it would be difficult for David to catch the figure of 

General Qi. With the blessing of beast blood, this guy’s speed has reached a 

perverted level, just like teleporting! General Qi looked at the cage-like beams 

of light around him, and suddenly his 

face changed, “You are also a formation master?” “ 

I know a lot of things, and I will let you see them all today!” 

The power erupted, and the dragon-slaying sword buzzed. 

And above the dragon-slaying sword, a flame rose up, and the flame was 

burning. Although the flame was not big, the scorching temperature made 

people feel suffocated! 

David used the Demon Clan’s Zhihuo on the Dragon Slaying Sword, adding 

the sword’s light to the fire, and adding the dragon bell to attack at any time 

in mid-air, David couldn’t believe that General Qi couldn’t be restrained! 



“Hmph, you know quite a lot, but the gap in strength between us cannot be 

made up with a few weapons and secret techniques.” 

General Qi snorted coldly! 

David ignored him, but slashed out with a sword. The sword glow was mixed 

with fire, and he went straight to General Qi. The dragon pattern bell above his 

head was also constantly covering General Qi! 

However, General Qi did not panic, seeing the sword light approaching his 

eyes, and the dragon pattern clock reaching the top of his head, General Qi’s 

figure unexpectedly disappeared slowly! 

David’s sword failed, and looking at General Qi, he had already reached the 

other side! 

“Hahaha, it’s useless, you can’t touch me at all!” 

General Qi laughed, because his speed was so fast that he disappeared, but in 

the eyes of others, the figure of General Qi Still in place! 

That’s why this happened, David’s attack fell through! 

Seeing this, David had no choice but to call back the Dragon Pattern Bell and 

hover over his head. The power in the Dragon Pattern Bell continuously 

enveloped David to protect David! 

Facing General Qi at such a speed, David frowned slightly. He wanted to use 

the Nine Shadows Sword Technique. In this way, he could occupy multiple 

positions. No matter where General Qi went, David would be the first. Time to 

attack! 

However, the Nine Shadows’ swordsmanship consumes too much spiritual 

power, and David may not be able to last for a long time! 



Just when David was at a loss, he suddenly remembered the Baganhuang 

ruler, his eyes lit up, and he quickly took out the Baganhuang ruler, and with 

the gemstones on the Baganhuang ruler shining brightly, beasts appeared one 

after another up! 

The roar of the ferocious beast made the entire mountain range where the 

Jade Cauldron Sect was located seem to be boiling! 

Seeing the beast that appeared suddenly, General Qi’s expression froze. He 

didn’t expect that David still had a magic weapon that he didn’t make a move! 

“Attack…” 

David commanded the beasts to attack General Qi, and David himself went up 

with a sword! 

All of a sudden, in the formation, all kinds of shadows crisscrossed, and no one 

could see the battle clearly! 

Relying on all kinds of magical weapons, as well as Zhihuo, David barely 

followed General Qi to fight to a tie, so that he would not be defeated! 

But David knew that mobilizing so many magical weapons, coupled with the 

fire, would consume a huge amount of David’s spiritual power, and he didn’t 

know how long he could hold on to control these! 

General Qi also had a face full of horror at this time, as the guard of Mingli 

King City, he didn’t even have a decent magic weapon in his hand! 

But David, a newly-promoted monk in the body state, has so many magical 

weapons! 

Dragon Slaying Sword, Dragon Pattern Clock, Bagan Desolate Ruler, 

Zhihuo…… 

 


